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Synesthesia In Color Perception
By Madeline Henson and Taimur Iftikhar

What is Synesthesia?
Synesthesia can be defined as “a condition that happens when a sense triggers

another sense, at the same time”
-vocabulary.com

How many colors does this “A” have?

Introduction
● Our focus was towards Grapheme Synesthesia.
● Specific kind of Synesthesia, where printed characters produced colors associated
with them.
● The database we used had 4 kinds of languages, Hiragana, Katakana, Kanji and
the Latin Alphabet.
● Database was put together by Daisuke Hamada, Hiroki Yamamoto and Jun Suiki

Database

Our Goals:
Goal 1: Is there a link between the number of strokes it takes to draw characters
Goal 2: Different languages have different kinds of colours associated with them for
synesthesia patients.
Goal 3: Different languages lead to different number of colours seen

Goal 1: Complexity relates to colors
● As number of strokes point towards how
complex it is to draw characters.
● We did a lot of regression analysis to see
the correlation between the number of
strokes and the amount of colors patients
saw.
● These graphs show a strong correlation
between the number of strokes and the
amount of colours seen by Synesthesia
patients.

Goal 2:
● We also looked at different languages
and all the characters that patients saw
of each language.
● For each language’s characters, patients
saw different types of colours and that
is what we were able to produce.
● These graphs show that for different
languages patients saw different colors.

Goal 3
● As we had different languages, we also
wanted to see if the distribution of the
number of colors seen for different
languages was different.
● We expected that since drawing each
character of different languages is
different, we will have different number
of colors seen.
● The kanji language as had the largest
distribution of colors seen.
● Whereas Hiragana and Katakana had a
more similar distribution.

Goal 3 continued...
● This shows that languages are
inherently quite different not
just in terms of drawing
characters but also the
amount and kind of senses
they stimulate.

Conclusion
● The presence of synesthesia proves that there is no incorrect way to experience
the world.
● Vibrancy of colors in languages is a lot different with one language’s characters
seeming more brighter than the other.
● Number of colors seen is also different for each language.
● Complexity of characters also relates to the amount of colors a person sees.

